CASTFUTURA comes in 2006 from the merging between Cast and Electronics Futura, it is a group headquartered in Bergamo, specialized in design, manufacturing, and sale of components for domestic gas cooking appliances and heating boilers.

One of the CASTFUTURA strength point is constituted by its people, their passion and their competence, we are very proud of saying that the women and men of CASTFUTURA are the great heritage of our company and we want to develop their value in the best possible way.
CONDENSING & STANDARD EFFICIENCY

CASTFUTURA

PATENTED

GLASS FIXING

DIMENSIONAL CONTROL

DIELECTRIC CONTROL

PRESSURE CONTROL

LEAN PRODUCTION
**FUTURE HEATING**

**STAND ALONE SPARK TRANSFORMER**

Ignitor for continuous operation, suitable for all types of gas, configurable according to customer requirements for adapt to different set up with one or more electrodes with or without ionisation current reading (built-in protection available), different energy and frequency versions.

**ON BOARD SPARK TRANSFORMER**

High Performance and compact dimension transformer ready for all typology of gas and combustion room (condensing and atmospheric). Use in a very critical heating application.

**CASTFUTURA COOKING**

_Castfutura_ is a worldwide leading group in the supply of components for the ignition, control and safety of gas hobs, built-in ovens and free standing cookers.
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